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Disclaimer

This presentation (the “Presentation”) has been prepared solely for information purposes in connection with the contemplated issue of shares in “MXR” or the “Company”) and is being furnished by MXR to a limited number of 

parties (the “Recipients”) who have a potential interest in subscribing for shares in the Company.

The Presentation is strictly confidential and any disclosure, use, copying and circulation of this Presentation is prohibited without the consent of the Company.

The information contained in this Presentation does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase the securities discussed herein in any jurisdiction. Neither 

this Presentation nor any part of it shall form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with any offer, or act as an inducement to enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever. No representation or warranty is given, 

express or implied, as to the accuracy of the information contained in this Presentation.

This Presentation contains certain forward-looking statements relating to the business, financial performance and results of the Company and/or the industry in which it operates. Forward-looking statements concern future 

circumstances and results and other statements that are not historical facts. The forward-looking statements, contained in this Presentation, including assumptions, opinions and views of the Company or cited from third party 

sources are solely opinions and forecasts which are uncertain and subject to risks. A multitude of factors can cause actual events to differ significantly from any anticipated development. Neither the Company nor any such 

person’s, officers or employees guarantee that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free from errors and omissions nor do any of them accept any responsibility for the future accuracy of the 

opinions expressed in this Presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments.

The information contained herein has been prepared to assist the Recipients in making their own evaluation on the Company and does not purport to contain all information that they may desire. In all cases, the Recipients 

should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the Company, its business, prospects, results of operations and financial condition as well as any other information the Recipients may deem relevant.

The Company does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of this Presentation or of the information contained herein and shall have no liability for the information 

contained in, or any omissions from, this Presentation, nor for any of the written, electronic or oral communications transmitted to the Recipients (including without limitation its directors, employees, representatives and 

advisors).

Neither the receipt of this Presentation by any Recipients, nor any information contained herein or supplied herewith or subsequently communicated in written, electronic or oral form to any person in connection with the 

contemplated issue of shares in the Company constitutes, or shall be relied upon as constituting, the giving of investment advice to any such person. Each person should make their own independent assessment of the merits of 

investing in the Company and should consult their own professional advisors. By receiving this Presentation you acknowledge and agree that you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market and the market 

position of the Company and that you will conduct your own analysis and are solely responsible for forming your own opinion of the potential future performance of the Company’s business.

MXR cautions potential subscribers the presence of sedimentary copper mineralization in the Zambian Copper Belt is not necessarily indicative of similar mineralization on the  MXR applications and licenses.
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Capital Structure
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Basic Shares Out 54,570,906

Options 5,380,000

Warrants 20,982,472

Fully Diluted Shares Out 80,933,378

Market Cap & Cash $15m &  $1m

In the money 
warrants and options

$2.6m

Options Exercise  Expiry

2,680,000 $0.21         Sep 2025

2,700.000 $0.15        Jan 2025

12%

38%

5%

45%

Insiders

HNW

Institutions

Retail

Warrants Exercise               Expiry

5,942,818 $0.10              Dec 30,2021

2,176,181 $0.10            May 1, 2022

10,193,339 $0.14            Aug 19, 2021

895,833 $0.45           Jan 17, 2023

641,667 $0.72            Feb 6, 2023

1,133,467 $0.90              Jul 9,  2021



Experienced Corporate Team
Brett Matich,

CEO & President,
M.Eng Aff.M.Asce

Piotr Lutynski,
Head Exploration,

M.Sc, & P.Eng

Dr. Chris Grainger,
Colombian Expert,

PHD, P.Geo 

Rahim Lakha
Strategic Advisory

Business Economics 

Executive with over 25 years 
experience as Founder & CEO of 
mining companies listed in 
Canada, London and Australia

• As CEO of Aztec Resources 
(ASX:AZR) $2m market cap in 
2001, Brett provided a 
$300m exit for shareholders 
when AZR merged with Mt. 
Gibson Iron Ore in 2006

• As vendor of the Cape 
Lambert Property in Jan. of 
2007 and advisor to Cape 
Lambert Iron (ASX.CFE) the 
Property was sold to a China 
Min Metals for $380m cash 
in 2008

Senior geologist with +35 years 
worldwide experience: South 
America, Canada and Europe

• Significant expertise on 
sediment-hosted deposits, 
Senior Geologist for Lumina 
Capital’s owned 
“Kupferschiefer Style” 
deposit in Poland

• Senior geologist for the RT 
Gold Property when it was 
last explored in 2011

• Fluent in English, Spanish 
and Polish

Dr. Grainger resides in Medellin 
Colombia with +20 yrs. of 
geological expertise in South 
America

• Former VP and current advisor 
of regional exploration for 
Continental Gold; Zijin Mining; 
Newmont; Cordoba Minerals; 
HPX Exploration all in Colombia

• Also INCO Brazil; CVRD Brazil; 
Lion Ore Australia

• Fluent in English and Spanish. 

Executive with over 25 years in 
global capital markets and 
M&A, instrumental in more 
than $5 billion of transactions. 

• Founder and Principal of 
Blue Sail Capital

• Served in senior and 
executive roles for Fidelity 
Capital, US Global, GMP, 
National Bank, Desjardins 
and Salman Partners

• Advisor to asset managers,  
public and private 
companies
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RT Gold Property - Peru

➢ The RT Gold property consists of two contiguous mineral concessions 
covering 1,983 hectare and sits along the Condor mountain chain of 
northern Peru, within the Cajamarca Metallogenic belt, 760-km NW of 
Lima in the District of Tabaconas

➢ This geological belt extends from central Peru into southern Ecuador, and 
hosts a number of world class gold deposits, including Fruta Del Norte 
10Moz, Minas Conga 17Moz,Yanacocha 36Moz, Lagunas 8Mozs and 
Pierina 7Mozs. Source: www.portergeo.com.au Presence of 
mineralization at Yanacocha, Minas Conga, Fruta Del Norte, Lagunas, 
Pierina is not necessarily indicative of similar mineralization at RT Gold

➢ Max has paid US$300,000 for the right to acquire 100%; the option 
requires yearly payments of US$300,000 over four years and exercise of 
the option requires an additional US$3,000,000 payment on or before the 
fifth anniversary. The Vendors will retain 2.5% NSR

➢ The last field exploration was conducted a decade ago

➢ RT Gold, the target of mineral resource companies for many years

http://www.portergeo.com.au/
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RT Gold: Cerro - Tablon rock, soil & silt gold chemistry 

Source: NI43:101 Geological Report Rio Tabaconas Gold Project for Golden Alliance Resources Corp. by George Sivertz, October 3, 2011

Two distinct mineralized systems occur within the RT Gold property: the Cerro Zone, a bulk tonnage gold-bearing porphyry,
and 3-km to the NW, the Tablon Zone, a gold-bearing massive sulfide zone; The map below shows significant gold values
spread over an area of 3-km by 3-km
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RT Gold: Cerro correlation of gold geochemistry & geophysics  

Cerro Zone hosts several known mineralized zones 
(Peak, West, Breccia and Cathedral) with 
anomalous concentrations of gold in rock and soils: 

➢ Structures assaying 0.1 to 62.9 g/t gold, hosted 
in mineralized wall rock returning gold values of 
0.5 to 1.0 g/t gold; 

➢ Soil geochemistry of the Cerro Zone has 
outlined a 2-km by 1.5-km gold anomaly, open 
in all directions grading from 0.1 to 4.0 g/t gold;

➢ Soil geochemistry is coincident with IP 
chargeability;

➢ The Cerro Zone has never been drill tested

Source: NI43:101 Geological Report Rio Tabaconas Gold Project for Golden Alliance Resources Corp. by George Sivertz, October 3, 2011
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RT Gold: Cerro cross-section

Source: NI43:101 Geological Report Rio Tabaconas Gold Project for Golden Alliance Resources Corp. by George Sivertz, October 3, 2011
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RT Gold: Cerro gold geochemistry and IP

Source: NI43:101 Geological Report Rio Tabaconas Gold Project for Golden Alliance Resources Corp. by George Sivertz, October 3, 2011



RT Gold: Tablon Zone
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The Tablon Zone is located 3-km NW from Cerro and hosts numerous gold-bearing massive to semi-
massive sulphide bodies over a 150-metre by 450-metre area, within a larger 1.0-km by 1.5-km area of 
anomalous gold soil and rock geochemistry

A total of 33 holes were diamond drilled in 2001 at Tablon with highlight intersections of: 

• RT-03 returned 50.0 g/t gold over 0.7m from 62.2m
• RT-06 returned 3.1 g/t gold over 21.4m from 9.1m
• RT-11 returned 5.3 g/t gold over 17.1m from 12.0m
• RT-13 returned 8.8 g/t gold over 25.4m from 13.4m
• RT-21 returned 5.1 g/t gold over 19.5m from 1.5m
• RT-22 returned 4.9 g/t gold over 14.1m from 40.1m
• RT-25 returned 13.0 g/t gold over 36.1m from 33.0m
• RT-26 returned 7.0 g/t gold over 6.0m from 0.0m
• RT-29 returned 18.0 g/t gold over 16.4m from 34.9m, includes 118.1 g/t gold over 2.2m from 42.0m

Intervals are core lengths not true widths, which are unknown at this time
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RT Gold: Tablon Zone
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RT Gold: Tablon cross-section

Source: NI43:101 Geological Report Rio Tabaconas Gold Project for Golden Alliance Resources Corp. by George Sivertz, October 3, 2011
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RT Gold: activities planned for Q4 2020

➢ The historical exploration results clearly demonstrate the 
prospectively of both Cerro and Tablon

➢ The Max technical team is in the process of sourcing available and 
proprietary technical data; to then review, digitize for subsequent 
interpretation for target generation. 

➢ Next step will consist of a Long Wave InfraRed (LWIR) survey

➢ A program of field verification by Max’s in-country team: mapping, 
surveying and sampling is scheduled to follow

➢ Concurrent with field program, the Company will be initiating drill 
permitting 
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